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Pursuing careers in academia, in industry, or starting up 
your own business… the field in which researchers can use 
their minds and ideas are ever expanding. Leave a Nest 
group consists of researchers who are trying to connect 
like-minded people for creating innovation. In this issue of 
GARAGE, we are introducing the rise of Japanese small 
factory artisans, and how they can accelerate one’s ideas. 
We are also showing research grant information and stories 
from technology-based startups to share the roadmap of 
innovation from the lab. Armed with your passion, step up to 
grab opportunities right in front of you.
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Japan has been well known as the country of 

real makers. Artisan in each factory has their 

own special expertise that makes modern 

technology work; such as rocket, bullet train, 

and etc. You may sinply assume that 3D prnting 

technology provides ultimate solutions to all. 

The answer is BIG NO. Still making things are 

hard thing. Now, artisans in Japanese factories 

step up to contribute to solve this problem 

with their accumulated wisdom and know-

how. Ideation, prototyping, and small-scale 

production, if you are facing challenges in 

making real thing, Japanese makers can always 

be on your side.

Super Factory
Rises in Japan

―All Startups MUST Visit!―
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During past 50 years, the number of Japanese small 

factories has been dropped drastically. One of the rea-

sons is their business model. In 1980s, Japan was in 

high economic growth status. If big companies make 

home electronics it should be sold instantly, so the 

factories received a lot of work to produce their parts. 

Now, in 2017, the situation changed. The number of 

build-to-order type requests from big companies de-

creases, and now the factories need to think WHAT to 

make. It is ,of course, tough question.

In 2013, Leave a Nest met passionate craftsmen 

in factories who would like to explore new business 

field. We clearly see that the collective knowledge 

of factories can make innovation happen since they 

accumulated knowhow to shape things even from a 

rough sketch. Given that, Leave a Nest investigated 

One of the key players in Japanese Super Factories 

is Mr. Keiichi Hamano, president of Hamano Products. 

His factory is expert in metal processing. In addition 

they are famous in prototyping; such as electric vehi-

cle “HOKUSAI” and seabed spacecraft “Edokko Ichigo 

(meaning Tokyo Style Unit 1)”. They are all born from 

collaboration with players in different field. Making 

prototype itself is not a easy job. Usually first proto-

type starts from rough sketch or even just an image in 

one’s brain. Though ordinarily factories cannot shape 

it without blueprint, Hamano can propose overall 

shape, material to be suited, and reasonable ways of 

processing to collaborators. In other words, he and his 

factory behaves as a consultant for makers. Needless 

to say, this knowhow perfectly fits to startups who has 

a vision but little expertise in productization. In 2016 

summer, to solve the prototyping problems which 

asian pacific startups have, Mr. Hamano visited Sin-

gapore. Jointed with Leave a Nest Seed Acceleration 

Program, TECH PLANTER, his consulting sessions for 

startups were held. Various problem sets rose then. 

For example, when going for mass production, a spe-

cific screw does not fit to exactly to the body, and even 

after redesigning it, it is often difficult to pin down 

the right material considering the balance between 

function and cost. The design is OK for prototyping, 

but it does not fit to mass production purpose. Such 

specific cases were given, one after another.

The result of the session was more than excellent 

since Mr. Hamano kept saying to the startups “Alright, 

it can be solved by our factory and with collaboration 

with other factories of my friends”. YES, it seems most 

problems from international startups can be solved 

if they keep communicating with him. How can we 

create such situation more often?

in total 3500 factories in Sumida area, being 

famous in many skillful factories, to find the 

passionate ones who are willing to tackle new 

business, that is collaboration with startups. In the 

beginning, most craftsmen appeared to be reluctant 

to comply with our activity, but little by little our intent 

has been understood. Now in Sumida area, collabora-

tion with startups is ordinary status. These factories, 

with skill and mind to explore new field, we call Super 

Factories. The next question is “Can these assets help 

international startups?”.

Super Factories make it happen!
～Prototyping in Japan will be next decades’ de facto standard ～

In  recent years, Silicon Valley startups have started making things in Shenzhen, China, and 
suddenly, the city became hot place for makers. We know yet the world to be discovered 
prototyping heaven exists in Tokyo Japan. Can Japan be the novel hub for makers? Let us 
introduce Sumida Super Factories to the world. 

1. New Era of Japanese Factories

2. Master Coming to Singapore

to Singapore

Mr. Keiichi Hamano, 
President of Hamano Products & his factory

Mr. Hamano’s consulting session for 
startups in Singapore
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In 2016 September, to create more con-

tact point between international startups 

and Super Factories, Leave a Nest  invited 

several teams to Japan to discuss with two 

master of makers. One is Mr. Hamano, and 

another one is Mr. Suzuki from Sumida 

Manufacturing co., Ltd. who covers any 

type of plastic related manufacturing. 

This factory visit was recognized as big 

success to the invited startups.

Through consulting session, one of the 

companies who received many fruitful 

feedback is MikroRec from Taiwan. They 

are developing an automatic microscopic 

system to detect tuberculosis. They would 

like to lowering down the price of their pro-

totype. Both Mr. Hamano and Mr. Suzuki 

agreed on their lowering down the price since both 

of the factories know the special method suitable for 

prototyping, and that know-how does not exist in other 

countries. Sensornomics from Singapore received a 

good insight from this visit, too. They are developing 

tiny flow sensor, and want to know how does the prod-

uct where their sensor put was made. A team member 

of Sensornomics told “Usually questions popped up 

Made in Japan is famous for its quality interna-

tionally, but the finding this time is that factories 

have various methods to apply to prototyping. Usu-

ally factory apply the method for mass production 

to prototyping which is why the pricing is high. But 

the Japanese factories have know-how to lowering 

the price down. That is amazing. Also, what We 

were surprised about is the cleanness of the factory. 

Everything is neatly placed and the floor is shiny. 

Maybe this connects to the high quality. 

when we discuss one problem, so consulting-style 

really works”. Both of the masters now expecting 

more international startups to come to Japan. They 

now have the feeling that their knowledge definitely 

helps international startups, and the quality is for sure 

thing. This activity is just the beginning of startups’ 

inbound movement to Japan. More contact point to 

the Super Factories, more problems being solved, we 

strongly believe. 

To accelerate inbound movement, now we are pre-

paring for an international startup to make subsidiary 

company in Japan to make more collaborations with 

the Super Factories happen. Where this activity leads 

to? We propose Japanese Super Factories function as 

a hub for world wide prototyping. Quality guaranteed, 

and surprisingly (to most of you) cost is not that high 

according to the startups’ voice. Made in Japan is the 

brand for high quality, but in next decade it can be a 

de facto standard for an excellent startups.

3. Startup’s Inbound Movement to Japanese Super Factories

Voice from the Entrepreneur

Team MikroRec Inc.
Mr. TY Lin,  Co-Founder (Right)

Ms. Evelyn Huang,  Co-Founder (Left)

International entrepreneurs visiting  Japanese Super Factories!

Discussion with artisans of Super Factories about prototyping

text by Ryuta Takeda
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Manufacturing pyramid 
for the last 50 years

Made in Japan, the familiar three words, were every-

where in the world. Thousands of small and medium 

sized manufacturing factories, called machi-koba, 

were the sole agents that pushed forward the devel-

oping industry in the 60’s and 70’s. They have met 

the demands from Japanese major firms with superb 

quality. This scheme was necessary and much needed 

back then when mass production was in order. How-

ever, on the flip side, those factories were not given 

much chance to diversify their skills. Mr. Nishino says, 

“they can make a specific screw for a specific prod-

uct, yet they have 

hard time making 

anything apart 

from making that 

specific screw”.  

After handing 

over a baton of 

mass production 

to other parts 

of the world, they are left with highly refined yet too 

narrowly tuned skills. 

Be a Hardware Producer instead 
of mere subcontractor

Mr. Nishino introduces a new production scheme by 

bringing in a new player on the table, that is Hardware 

Producer. He, as a producer, supports startups to 

conceptualize their product design, and to connect 

them to factories around the world to support their 

prototyping and manufacturing. This collaboration 

seems reasonable, connecting two dots that destined 

to work together. However, it did not happen before 

since it requires dif-

ferent skill sets that 

did not exist in the 

good-oldclient-supplier 

business scheme. Pro-

duction with startup is 

not like ”making exact 

products as requested" Oftentimes, startups don't 

even know the detail of the product to produce; such 

as materials to choose, and feasible design. So, not 

only producer, but also the engineers in factories need 

communication skills to extract the very product the 

startup imagined to make. This process, even for small 

production lot, takes tremendous time and effort, 

by repeating trial and error communication process 

over and over again. However, it also gives a valuable 

experience and know-how to factory engineers. Given 

that, the Japanese factories can transform into the 

one and only place where engineers can work hand in 

hand with startups. No mere subcontractor exists in 

this ecosystem, that is Mr. Nishino’s vision. 

Make things with a sense of devotion 

From the beginning, Japanese engineers have world-

class experience, skills, and ideas for making high 

quality product. Startups should ask for their support. 

As a result, the collaboration between these two play-

ers push each other’s boundary for sure. Mr. Nishino is 

one of the key drivers to make this movement happen. 

He named it as “Made in Japan 2.0”. His dream is to 

create blockbuster products like GoPro from Japan. 

To achieve this goal there is one more flavor needed he 

explains; that is, a sense of devotion. More than pas-

sion and beyond expression, 

the team is to be soaked into 

the projects to make its own 

destined product. When this 

is installed into the team, a 

seed of blockbuster can be 

generated. Made in Japan 

in new era that Mr. Nishino 

dream of is such a world.

Made in Japan 2.0:
A new scheme of manufacturing

Is Japanese manufacturing industry following a course 
of decline? It has been a while since it was said so. Yet a 
new wave is rising from startup ecosystem. Here comes 
a novel backbone of the industry, driven by a new role 
“Hardware Producer”.

Mitsuhiro Nishino, CEO, Formula Inc.

text by Wakako Tajima
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A place for green prototyping
Agri Garage Laboratory

■ Plant factory research

■Quality Evaluation

■ Food processing research

■ Drying and Powder Processing

■Microalgae research

■Quality Evaluation of Microalgae

Using plants we evaluate quality 
of culture medium and fertilizer. 
Not only conducting a small scale 
experiment in the laboratory, but 
we can work on large scale testing 
using our plant factory.

We dry plants and we powder 
process them. We can combine 
man y  o t h e r  t y p e s  o f  p l a n t s 
to  p ro to type  a  nove l  d ie ta ry 
supplement. We can also analyze 
the component of powder.

We cultivate microalgae taken 
from natural environment. We can 
conduct genomic analysis and form 
analysis.

【Inquiries】 Any inquires, please send us an email to:
 Agri Garage Laboratory
 Ld@Lne.st (Attention to Dr. Miyauchi)　TEL:+81-3-5227-4198

Not only prototyping mechanical products, Sumida area also prototypes BIOLOGICAL products. This unique 
place is called Agri Garage Laboratory. The goal of the lab is to maximize the industrial use of algae and plants. 
Seeking for novel functionality that can be applied for development of agriculture and fisheries, we established 
the lab facilities including plant factory and powder processing machines. 

With this facility, we work on research in collaboration with universities and industries. For those who are 
interested in taking on a research projects in agriculture, those who are seeking for analytical processing, please 
contact us. 

〈R&D activities in the lab〉
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A generally accepted route and tips 

Degree of the implementation in our society

Re
so
ur
ce
s

Academia

1st Death Valley: Difficulty to 
find the new thing in the lab

2nd  Death Valley : Difficulty to 
make a prototype for a business

Startup to Small business

New findings
in the lab

Growth of the business

Journey of Academic Findings to 

Mapping the double death valley of deep technology based innovation

Needless to say, it takes quite long time for the academic research to be implemented into our society. A lot of difficulties exist 
achievers how they tackle these problems (p10-11), and experiences of researchers and entrepreneurs in our community (p12-

Since 2001, Leave a Nest have provided various opportunities for young researchers in Japan and the 
world so that more researchers will be able to pursue their goal to advance science and technology 
for global happiness. Leave a Nest Grant is one of our outreach activities for young researchers.

For more information about how to apply, please visit https://grant.lne.st/

What is Leave a Nest Grant 

Theme  Life Science in General
Number of applications to be accepted 　a few
Amount of Grant per Project 　6000 SGD

Theme  Any research related to Biology
Number of applications to be accepted 　a few
Amount of Grant per Project 　5000 USD

Theme  Life Science in General
Number of applications to be accepted 　a few
Amount of Grant per Project 　RM 10000

Theme  For the reseach related to any field of 
natural science, and basic sicence.

Number of applications to be accepted 　a few
Amount of Grant per Project 　3500 GBP

◉Singapore  Award

◉USA Award

◉Malaysia  Award

◉United Kingdom Award

Message from LVNS staff
Leave a Nest Singapore is looking for research which can bring new value to 
society by solving global challenges. Global challenges can be rooted close to 
home or it can literally involve globe. We would like to hear from passionate 
researcher who has idea and mission with appropriate technology. We would 
like to see proposal which gives us a chance to dream of exciting future with a 
change brought by the research output.

Message from LVNS staff
We believe that any support, even if it is a small one, for researchers to freely 
experiment their curiosity stretches the boundary of our knowledge. And it 
helps our society in a long run. Here, we would like to issue the 1st Leave a 
Nest Grant in USA to support young scientists and engineers in States. Any 
research related to Biology can be applied. Molecular biology, ecology, medical 
device, or etc. Students and Postdocs are welcome to apply!

Message from LVNS staff
This inaugural grant by Leave a Nest　Malaysia is the first step to show our 
support to young passionate researchers in Malaysia. We believe this grant will 
help researchers to propose the best solution to society’s problem. Therefore, 
we are inviting any young researchers who are working on research related to 
life science to apply for this grant and utilize it for society’s goodness !

Message from LVNS staff
This is our first time to conduct Leave a Nest Grant in UK. We would like to use 
this opportuny as our first step to support the acitivity of young reseachers in UK. 
Through this grant we would like to get to know many reseachers from UK and 
support an interesting research from wide range of fields. If you have an idea you 
would like to realize through reseach please submit the application to us!

Leave a Nest Communicator

Leave a Nest Communicator

Leave a Nest Communicator

Leave a Nest Communicator

Kihoko Tokue / Leave a Nest Singapore Private Ltd. / President

Ryuta Takeda / Leave a Nest America Inc. / President

Nami Akinaga / Leave a Nest Malaysia Sdn. Bhd. / President

Shohei Micheal Maekawa / Leave a Nest, United kingdom Ltd
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A generally accepted route and tips for deep tech hikers

Investors coming

Industry
（IPO/M&A）

Innovation!!

Journey of Academic Findings to Their Social Implementation 
Needless to say, it takes quite long time for the academic research to be implemented into our society. A lot of difficulties exist in various stages. Here, we would like to share the snap shot of these difficulties & potential solutions (below), philosophy of 
achievers how they tackle these problems (p10-11), and experiences of researchers and entrepreneurs in our community (p12- 14). Hope you can understand your status by reading them, and join Leave a Nest ecosystem to solve the problem you are facing.

If you have passion in the field of science and/or deep technology, 
you can be called as deep tech hikers. Hikers need to manage the uphill 
and downhill path in your investigation and development. Here we show 
the generally accepted route from the academic research to social 
implementation of it. 

Of course, academic research itself is tough job. For the new findings, 
each researcher need various resources. These days, securing funding 
is one of the most difficult tasks for the young researchers, especially 
in basic science. We think that this is the 1st death valley. To support 
young researchers’ passion, Leave a Nest run private research grant 
called “Leave a Nest Grant”. We’ve already awarded more than 150 
researchers. And it is well recognized in Japanese academia. Now we 
are ready for international contribution, Singapore, Malaysia, US, and 
UK, we will distribute the grant.

After your academic research going well, do you want to pursue 
social implementation as a business? If so, we have a program for you 
to support. The name of the program is called TECH PLANTER. Is was 
developed since there exists few support for deep technology based 
startups (2nd death valley). If you have no knowledge in corporation, 
still it is OK to join. The key is to develop prototype and first service 
to launch from the idea. We help accelerate the early stage business 
by the passionate researchers. Do not hesitate to ask, please join our 
community!

For more information about how to apply, please visit https://en.techplanter.com/

Tech planter is a platform to nurture young professionals to develop skills to put their ideas into business. 
Often time researchers have the technologies or ideas which can turn in to great products.

What is TECH PLANTER 

Entry
May

Winner to JP

Winner to JP

Month 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

JAPAN

TAIWAN

SINGAPORE

THAILAND

MALAYSIA

INDIA

Entry Start
March 1st

Entry Start
March 1st

Entry Start
March 1st

Entry Start
March 1st

Entry Start
March 1st

Entry Start
March 1st

Entry Start
March 1st

Entry Start
March 1st

Entry Start
March 1st

Final
November

11th

Final
October

21st

Final
September

9th, 16th, 23rd, 30th

Final
July
29th

Final
August

5th

Final
June

3rd

Final
May
27th

Final
May
13th

Final
April
29th

App.
Submission Deadline

September

App.
Submission Deadline

September

App.
Submission Deadline

July

App.
Submission Deadline

June

App.
Submission Deadline

June

App.
Submission Deadline

May

App.
 Submission Deadline

April

App.
 Submission Deadline

March

App.
 Submission Deadline

March

Winner to SG

Winner to SG

Winner to SG

Winner to SG

UNITED KINGDOM

USA（Silicon Valley）

PHILIPPINES
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Discovery is only a starting 
point of the innovation

Maru: University is an important place for car-

rying out a basic research. Many researchers from 

academia have made discoveries which changed the 

world until now. But I think it’s even more important 

that these researchers’ work is implemented to the 

society, so that the issues around the world may be 

solved through their research. 

Juneja: Myself being a researcher as well, I totally 

agree with your point.

Maru: You are both a researcher and a business 

professional with vast range of experiences, especially 

in numerous achievements from your research on 

functional ingredients. What was your experience like?

Juneja: After my undergraduate study in India, I had 

a chance to visit Japan to proceed my postgraduate 

study at Osaka University working on microbiology 

and at Nagoya University on Bio-engineering. Soon 

after, I started my career in a Japanese company 

as a researcher and worked on functional ingredient 

project. What I felt through my career as researcher in 

the industry is that making something new is the easy 

part, but putting that into the market is the most diffi-

cult part. Understanding the market is very important 

in creating innovations from science. 

Maru: Is there any reason for you feeling that way?

Juneja: Well, when I was doing a research on ly-

sozymes, I realized that heating may provide a dual 

effect. I thought this was a Nobel Prize level discovery! 

I immediately wrote a paper and acquired a patent, 

but the moment I added it to food as a functional 

ingredient, it lost its characteristics. 

Maru: Oh, that’s a shame. How did you feel about it?

Juneja: I think writing a patent and getting satisfied 

is not good enough. Understanding about the market 

and thinking about the method to implement is inevi-

table in putting your discovery in to use. I continuously 

encourage young researchers from Rohto that “great 

discovery you made is only the beginning. Important 

parts are after that”. However, I also think it is difficult 

for researchers from academia to understand the 

market.

What industrial partners 
provide to the academia

Maru: As you mentioned that the basic discovery is 

just a starting point, implementation is the next push 

for innovation. I think this is where the industry comes 

Let us define the “ecosystem” 
that brings impact to 
our society
World changing discovery in science does not 
necessarily lead to innovation. Then what does it take 
for the seeds of novel technology from academia to be 
applied to the real world? One answer to this question is 
in the network of minds and experience of individuals. 
Here, the dialogue between two master minds inducts 
what is exactly the ecosystem that brings innovation.

Dr. Yukihiro Maru
Founder and Chief Executive Officer of Leave a Nest Co., 
Ltd. which is a leading science communication company 
in Japan. The company is comprised of only Masters’ and 
Doctorate degree holder. Leave a Nest works on extensive 
projects relating to Science and Technology.  Dr. Maru has 
great experience in supporting startups. He’s expert in 
advising young entrepreneur in business development and 
venture spirit.
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in, because the industry understands the market. I 

think we can give an advice about the market, and by 

doing so, researchers from academia can create more 

technologies that can contribute more to the society. 

Juneja: There are still more to go for researchers 

in order to implement their discovery. They would not 

only have to understand about the market, but also 

come up with an application idea for implementation 

and sustainable funding to continue their research. 

I believe having an industrial partner can accelerate 

this process.

Maru: I know one startup born in a university that 

has succeeded in doing this. “Metagen Inc.”, who 

works on designing of human intestinal flora. They 

originally started from the founder Dr. Fukuda’s pas-

sion to make use of years of his research achievement 

to the society. Now they are collaborating with many 

industrial partners. This example, I know, gives me 

hints to come up with next projects based on each 

partner’s real needs. I saw that involvement of indus-

trial partners with sense of market actually makes new 

applications of technology. 

Jump into an ecosystem that 
nurtures innovation

Juneja: In order for more of these startups to come 

out, I think it is important that there is an ecosystem 

that allows researchers to be connected with the in-

dustries to meet up. 

Maru: Nowadays, everybody wants to talk about 

ecosystem, so shall we make a ground line about 

this word? Let me induct from one example. I always 

wanted to create a place where technology from the 

researchers are showcased. It also provides an op-

portunity for researchers to have discussion with the 

industry for an advice to implement their technologies 

to the society.

Juneja:  Great idea! What I like about it is that it 

provides a place or an opportunity for people to meet 

others that they would never encounter by themselves. 

The concept of diversity you mentioned, I really like.

Maru: I personally think that it does not have to be 

a place where it is obligatory to start a new challenge. 

I aim to create a place where the researchers and the 

people in the industry can connect, and innovation 

occurs naturally. This happens through building up 

“networks of individuals”. It’s not about the title you 

have or the company you are from. It’s about the 

trusted relationship you build as an individual. From 

this network, I believe an ecosystem will come to life 

and flourish.

Juneja: I call that “human value” and “human net-

work”. It’s about how you build a network and nurture 

a relationship with the people you trust. I work with 

people I trust, and I think this idea is a place where 

you can build “human network”. Yes, we are on the 

same ground.

Maru: Now in Leave a Nest, we aim to create such 

kind of “ecosystem” through a platform called TECH 

PLANTER. We bring trusted people from the industri-

al side like you into our circle. Of course, the circle 

itself is not meant to be a closed one. In fact, through 

this, many academic researches who have seeds for 

innovation have been commercialized. Now we run our 

activity in 9 countries. It would be grateful if we can 

keep working together with you. I’d like the research-

ers to use TECH PLANTER as an opportunity to build 

their network with people who they can trust. 

Juneja: It will be challenging work for Rohto 

Pharmaceutical as well, but we would like to support 

researchers, in the fields of product distribution as 

a global company with subsidiaries and branches 

across the world. We will keep pushing our boundaries 

by taking on new challenges this year as well, with 

our company’s spirit “Never Say Never”. I hope that 

we together develop the ecosystem where the seeds 

of innovation from academia and a sense of market 

from the industry keep mingling with the concept of 

“networks of individuals”.  Let’s hope that “Never Say 

Never” will be a everybody’s spirit in this ecosystem.

Dr. Lekh Juneja
Dr. Lekh Juneja is Executive Vice President of Rohto 
Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. and global head of international 
business/R&D & Chief Health Officer (CHO) of the 
company. Dr. Juneja is highly knowledgeable as he has 
authored/co-authored more than 175 research papers 
and three books, and holds 125+ patents. Dr. Juneja has 
received many international awards including “Nutra India 
Summit Industry Recognition Award” In Bangalore, India.

text by Shohei Maekawa
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Quick diagnosis of infectious diseases 
for resource poor settings

Valetude Primus Healthcare

TECH PLAN DEMO DAY in INDIA 

With preexisting methods, it takes about 2 to 3 days 
to diagnose typhoid. The team developed technology 
that shortens it to a several hours. The device 
uses micro magnet built-in antibody together with 
electromagnetic force.

In addition to Japan, we held the showcase 
DEMO DAY in 6 countries. Six countries include 
and in US. Here we share the information 
added Philippines and UK for above. If you are 
into business, please join our TECH PLANTER 

Germination 
implementations 
A snapshot of 

INDIA
29team

TAIWAN
19team

SINGAPORE
32team

THAILAND
21team

MALAYSIA
27team

A minituarized flow sensor inspired by 
biology

Sensornomics

TECH PLAN DEMO DAY in SINGAPORE

The team developed biomimetic micro flow sensor 
that can sense liquid and gas flow. Inspired by the 
ultra-sensitive hair cells on the blind-cave fish, this 
sensor can be used for sensing flow in hard-to-reach 
areas and be appropriate for sterile, disposable 
applications.
>>> 9/10 Invited to Japan Deep Tech Grand Prix

Winner

Innovative application of gold 
nanoparticles for wound healing

N-BMR（Regen@Gold）

TECH PLAN DEMO DAY in THAILAND

Bacterial skin infection or wound skin infection from 
bacteria is a significant problem in health care across the 
world. Nanoparticles, especially gold nanoparticles, have 
shown many advantages in biomedical applications. With 
LED lighting, gold nanoparticle emits 650 -900 near infra-
red light. This wavelength is known to enhance the growth 
of damage tissues, so that the wounds will to be healed in 
a short time and have a less chance to be contaminated 
with pathogenic bacteria.

Winner

Detection/identification of DNA using 
DNA specific Schottky diodes

eDNAnalyser

TECH PLAN DEMO DAY in MALAYSIA

In Malaysia and other developing countries, the need for 
a much rapid method for the detection and identification 
of pathogens such as bacterial, fungal and viral infections 
have become crucial. Their original DNA electronics may 
offer a better method of quickly detecting or identifying 
pathogenic DNA since specific its sequence will result in 
characteristic electronic signal with low cost.

Winner

Winner
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In addition to Japan, we held the showcase event of deep technology startups, TECH PLAN 
DEMO DAY in 6 countries. Six countries include India, Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore, Taiwan, 
and in US. Here we share the information of winners in each competition. In 2017 we 
added Philippines and UK for above. If you are interested in transforming your technology 
into business, please join our TECH PLANTER community.

of deep technology based 
implementations all over the world: 

TECH PLANTER in 2016

Improving human medicine with pet 
genomics

Basepaws

Winner

TECH PLAN DEMO DAY in SILICON VALLEY

The team develops genome test kit for cat. It 
provides detai led genetic reports that could 
prolong your cat’s healthy life and save your family 
unnecessary vet bills. The cat genome database will 
be utilized for finding the novel human medicine in 
the future
>>> 3/3 Invited to Hyper-Interdisciplinary conference

A platform to produce natural material 
applied products

NamZ

Winner

TECH PLAN DEMO DAY in SINGAPORE

This team builds up a platform to create products 
from natural ingredients. For instance, the team 
make instant noodle with fewer amount of oil, sugar 
made of coconuts, and whitening cosmetics made of 
natural ingredients, creating novel processes for the 
sustainable production of natural ingredients. 
>>> 9/24 Invited to Japan Agri Tech Grand Prix

SILICON 
VALLEY
19team

A digital,hand-held，single molecule 
biosensor

Two Pore Guys

TECH PLAN DEMO DAY in SILICON VALLEY

The team makes a digital, hand-held, testing platform 
that can measure the presence of small molecule 
including protein, lipid and blood glucose quick 
and accurately as medical lab equipment, but is as 
inexpensive and easy to use. Their goal is to create 
small readily to use for person or food to check the 
presence of Pathogen infection
>>> 9/17 Invited to Japan Bio Tech Grand Prix 

Winner

Adipose stem cell technology and cell 
banking platform

Adigenics

TECH PLAN DEMO DAY in SINGAPORE

With their technology to isolate cells without use of 
oxygen, the team strives to develop a novel, safer, 
faster, and cheaper technology to bridge existing 
gaps for stem cell-based therapeutics, so that the 
products to be more accessible to the general 
population in an aging society. 
>>> 9/17 Invited to Japan Bio Tech Grand Prix

Winner

11
4
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It starts from a small dream 
to change the world

Years ago, when Dr. Vengadesh received an encyclopedia  

of “a great invention ever created” for his birthday, he was 

fascinated with all of the inventions ever used in history. He 

realized that all the things that he uses were invented by 

great inventors before him. Although they died long time 

ago, their contributions are still there helping people’s 

lives. Since then he set his mind to be a scientist although 

he didn’t know what it is like at that time. He just wanted to 

be like the great inventors that left great legacies.

With his big vision in mind, he continued his study and 

joined Universiti Malaya.  After three years of searching 

for his passion, he fell in love with DNA. For him, DNA 

was a very exciting subject to explore because it is highly 

specific in its sequencing. Its sequence and basic charac-

teristic tell you about the idea. One day, he got an idea on 

characterizing DNA profile using fully electronic method. 

This is a pioneering work in this field. He knew it was a 

very difficult project but he was determined he started 

to recruit students to join him. After a couple of years of 

research, things started to come into a picture, but it took 

almost seven years before they share their project to the 

world with the working proof. It was a long journey, but the 

team did not give in. They persisted.

The Next Revolution Technology 

“This technology will revolutionize the world!” The team 

is confident in the potential of what they have. Their tech-

nology utilized DNA or RNA specific-Schottky diode that 

have the capability to individually detect various types of 

bacteria, virus, fungi and cancer cells. It is an extremely 

sensitive DNA/RNA detection kit based on DNA electron-

ics. They believe it will help to do pathology diagnostic of 

diseases or infections by use of a smartphone. With this 

technology, for what in the past one needed a huge lab 

facility, their technology will replace it with a palm of the 

hand. This technology is cost-effective and shortens the 

cost to mere 10 minutes. This technology could realize the 

invention of next generation detection kits and methods 

that will revolutionize diagnostics techniques.

TECH PLANTER as a stepping 
stone to global recognition 

When they were informed of TECH PLANTER from 

University Malaya Centre of Innovative and Commercial-

ization (UMCIC) officer, they thought it was to call them 

to showcase the technology, and it indeed was. On the 

same day, they received the Mitsui Chemicals awards for 

their business plan. “It was more than a competition. It 

was very stimulating experience for us to work harder to 

make a project successful” Dr. Vengadesh recalls about 

his experience at the contest.

What they are doing now is just the beginning. It may 

take another two generations ahead to make it actually 

solve the problems. They just put the seed of thought and 

not expecting their own benefits. They are confident that 

they will bring the change to the world through research!

Always aim to benefit the world 
with whatever we do

The winner of 2016 round of TECH PLANTER in Malaysia, 
eDNAnalyzer consists of members from various parts of 
the world. Although they are from different countries, 
they possess the same big vision to contribute to 
the world through their research. We interviewed  
Dr. Vengadesh, the principal investigator of this project 
and the members of the team about the story behind 
the secret to their success in TECH PLANTER.

eDNAanalyzer members
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Vengadesh Periasamy (PI)
Prof. Dr. Phang Siew Moi
Dr. Tan Yee Shin
Nastaran Rizan
Maryam Rajabpour Niknam
Sara Talebi
Siti Zulfikriyah Azmi
Sehar Shakir

text by Hakim Sahidi
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Future leader requires ability to 
define social problems, to take 
initiative and solve the problem. 
Leave a Nest program is designed 
to nurture Science Bridge Leader 
who excel in def ining social 
p ro b l ems ,  f i n d i n g  so l u t i o n 
using science and technology 
background. By joining Leave a 
Nest internship program, you 
will be able to train soft skills 
such as presentation, leadership, 
management, communication, 
and writing skills. 

Management

SBC
Science Bridge Communicator

SBL
Science Bridge Leader

SBW
Science Bridge Writer

Leadership

Presentation

 Communication
 [Science Workshops] 

 Writing 
 [Magazine Writing] 

Leave a Nest : Where “Science Bridge Communication” happens 
“Advancing Science and Technology for Global Happiness.”

Here’s our newly joined Leave a Nest Malaysia members

Leave a Nest is hiring new members and also accepting internship students in Asia, US and UK. We are specialized in 
guiding and training young researchers especially in the field of science. Training opportunities are provided through 
science education program development in the form of workshops and business development. Through the program, 
you will be able to acquire mindsets and skills in communication and writing.

SCIENCE EDUCATION
What you can experience
 ✔ Sales meeting
 ✔ Program development
 ✔ Program management

Science Castle
A magazine for Science Castle, international 

conference for secondary school students 

Training Program

Dr. Kihoko Tokue

Ms. Nami Akinaga

Dr. Ryuta Takeda

Mr. Shohei Michael Maekawa

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
What you can experience
 ✔ Sales meeting
 ✔ Program development
 ✔ Program management

GARAGE
A Magazine for researchers looking for ways 

to contribute back to the society

Science Castle, an international conference for

secondary school students to share possible 

solution through research outputs.

I joined Leave a Nest after joining as 

an internship students for 3 months on 

Japan. My passion is in Science Education!

Education Development  

Assistant Manager, Fatin Ilyani

I joined Leave a Nest because I saw a chance to 

learn about business development in science & 

technology field. I hope to create an environment 

where each person can choose to contribute 

back to society.

Strategy Development 

 Assistant Manager, Hakim Sahidi

Tech Plan Demo Day, a business plan competition for 

researchers, explore the way to contribute back to 

society with science & technology

SCIENCE BRIDGE COMMUNICATOR program
You will be taking a part of projects in science education and business development.

SCIENCE BRIDGE WRITER program
You will be involved in magazine making, interviewing, writing and, editing articles

catalyzing the academic-industrial alliance

2017.4*03

Featured Topic 1

Featured Topic 2

Featured Topic 1

Super Factory Rises in JapanFeatured Topic 2

Super Factory Rises in Japan
—All startups MUST visit!—

Featured Topic 2

Journey of Academic Findings to Their

Social Implementation

Other
Leave a Nest Grant(Singapore, Malaysia, USA, UK)

TECH PLANTERRecruitment & Internship

Social Implementation

Let us define the “ecosystem” that brings impact to our society 

Dr. Lekh Juneja, Rohto Pharmaceutical Co.,Ltd. & Dr. Yukihiro Maru, Leave a Nest Co.,Ltd.



Vision
Advancing Science & Technology for Global Happiness

Corporate Core competence:
Bridging science and technology to any type of partner for its sustainable development

Offices and Branches
Head Quarter:  Tokyo (HQ)
Offices/Labs:  Osaka, Okinawa, Kumamoto, Tsuruoka (Japan)
Branches:   Leave a Nest Singapore  

Leave a Nest America  
Leave a Nest Malaysia  
Leave a Nest United Kingdom

Four Main Projects

Nurturing Next-generation
Activities to raise the next generation by delivering 
cutting-edge science workshop with universities 
and partner companies

Human Resource Activation 
Activities to nurture research career of young 
generat ions with universit ies and partner 
companies

Supporting Researchers
Activities to assist researchers to pursue their 
research and technology transfer with partner 
companies 

Acceleration of new business 
Activities to accelerate big companies’ new 
business in collaboration with deep-tech startups 
and universities

Corporate URL 
https://en.lne.st/

9789811130700

ISBN978-981113070-0


